
Massive Fatigue...Exhaustion....Hallucinations...Violent Sickness...Collapse...Pain...& much more!

A West Highland Way 2013 Race Report by Graeme Hewitson 
Race number 40  /  Finishing time 31:34:54  /  Final position 133rd place

Before I start, let me thank my lovely wife Cherie for putting up with all my crazy antics throughout our married life - especially 
when I took up the craziest of all sports - ultra marathon running. Having to wash my trail running gear every other day and 
constantly worry about me during every race (with good reason!) - I know she has had to put up with a lot. So thank you Cherie!

It’s only a few days since the most incredible physical challenge of my life, and I’ve decided to record my experiences to 

share with other ultra runners, but also those with anyone from the ‘general public’ who may be interested in why we took 

on this amazing event. For their benefit, and ‘ultra marathon’ is anything above the marathon distance of 26.2 miles. The 

West Highland Way race is 95 miles from Milngavie to Fort William. It begins at 1am on Saturday morning and you have 35 

hours maximum to cover the distance. There is 14,760 ft of vertical ascent to tackle over very mixed terrain. There are 

various checkpoints along the way where you meet your necessary support crew to register times and take food and 

water on board. The event has been running for 23 years. The prize for reaching the finish line in time is not a medal - its 

the prestigious ‘Crystal Goblet’ which, after all these years has only been earned by 820 individuals.

I‘m more surprised than anyone to be writing this report with a goblet right beside me. 
(You’ll see exactly why later in the report!)

Quick Background: I’m age 41, married with 3 children and live in Johnstone, Scotland. I work as a digital artist, mainly 

illustrating Bible stories for kids. Believe it or not up till about 4 years ago I HATED running! I have always been fairly fit - I 

was a high jumper and trained with Kilbarchan Harriers at school, I played college basketball and took up snowboarding 

after that. I’ve played 5-asides every week for years. I remember my dad taking up running when I was a teenager - I tried 

it but just couldn’t get why people liked it! However, after putting on a few pounds in my late 30’s I started to force myself 

to run 2 miles a couple of times a week...I stuck with it then actually started to hate jogging a little less.

I ended up running the Helensburgh 10k in 2010 with my dad but thought that would be my only ever race...

Everyone runner in the WHW race has a different story for how they got involved in running ultras. 

During the Christmas holidays at the end of 2010 my brother in law (and close mate) Stephen McAnespie 

said out of the blue “Hey, I’ve heard about a running race called the ‘Highland Fling’ in April - its a 53 mile 

race covering over half of the West Highland Way path.... you fancy it?” Obviously I just laughed. But a day 

later I still had a twinkle in my eye - so I called him back - “Are you serious”, he replied “Are you?”. “Stuff it - 

let’s go for it!!”. We’ve done some pretty daft things in our time, but this was off the scale. I told my brother 

Jeff about our plans and he was instantly drawn to the event too, so began training with us. 

Sadly back in 2002 my wife had given birth to our twin sons prematurely. Samuel died the next day and 

Nathan lost his fight for life 6 weeks later. I was always so grateful for the wonderful care given by SCBU, 

Paisley and Yorkhill, and thought all these years later I’d use the Fling as an opportunity to raise a vast 

amount of sponsor money as a thank you. It also helped me have an extra goal to drive me through the 

intense amount of training that would be required.

So it began! We had 4 months of training to turn ourselves from slobs into superheroes. As it turned out Steve got injured 

during training and had to withdraw so just Jeff ran our first ultra on April 30th 2011 and were delighted with our finishing 

times. (Our daft fund-raising film became a youtube sensation :) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHONbdeVbbQ) This 

ultra was supposed to be a one off.... Since then I’ve ran the fling (53 miles) a couple of more times, the River Ayr race (42 

miles) and the Clyde Stride (40 miles). The full West Highland Way Race however was one that stood out above all others in 

my mind. I knew if I could conquer it then it would be the absolute ultimate physical goal for me, so began considering 

the implications of attempting it.

Looking at many other ultra runners - I know I have nowhere near the natural abilities they are blessed with. Without 

doubt everyone has had to train extremely hard to be capable of attempting these distances, but some of us find the 

challenges even tougher than others - I’m know I’m one of them!
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Training for this year’s race:
This was my second attempt at the race. Last year the horrific weather took it’s toll on my body. My race ended in heart-

break when the Highland rescue confirmed at Auchentyre (51 miles in) that I had Hypothermia. It left me even more 

determined not to get a DNF this year. I was delighted that my brother Jeff coped better and battled all the way to the 

end. After writing his race report last year which included a very sensitive incident with a chaffing - he is famous in the 

WHW family as ‘Banana man’!!! :)

January this year arrived and I started upping my normal 20 miles a week to 25, to 30, to 40... everything was going great. I 

had duly entered the Fling as a ‘warm up’.  I started 2 longer runs a week. 5am on a Tuesday I would run 15 miles and then 

a marathon early on Saturday morning. I made sure to run up as many hills as possible to build up stamina.

I had family responsibilities with 3 kids (Josh 12, Aaron 9 and Hannah 7) and my wife and I also foster care full time for a 

toddler and a baby...so time to train was precious! On top of that I started a new digital art company in December 

(www.talesoftruth.com) so commitments there were high. However another couple of problems arose. I kept getting 

chest infections and childhood asthma temporarily came back. I then got few significant tweaks in my ankles and feet. 

Then....THUNK - one early morning in February I was running along the banks of the Black Cart I hurdled a log and ended 

up with the tip of a broken fishing rod sticking out my left calf!  Damage was a lot deeper than I realized - it required 

treatment and several weeks of attending the doctor - so I lost my momentum and felt as if my training had to ‘restart’.

But the biggest set back during the Fling 7 weeks before the WHWR...! 

I encountered a problem I had NEVER had before. When I got to first checkpoint (Balmaha 19.8 miles) I simply could not 

eat a thing. I forced down a banana and a tiny bite of a crispy bar and headed on. However midway between there and 

Rowardennan I felt really, really ill and ended up being sick at the top of the 3rd big hill. I had dropped behind my mates 

and then tried but failed to catch up. At Rowardennan I just bolked when I opened my drop bag and left with no nutrition 

in me at all apart from a smoothie. From there I felt worse and worse and ended up frequently and violently throwing up. 

By the time I got to Beinglas (41 miles) I had NOTHING in my stomach. Foolishly I continued thinking I had enough in the 

tank to reach Tyndrum. Steve had caught up with me before Beinglas and decided to accompany me to the end - but I 

ended up collapsing at 50 mile mark. I’d never fainted before in my life. Steve ensured that I withdrew with just 3 miles to 

go and he went on alone! Grrrr. But he was absolutely right to make that call. So my confidence for the much longer race a 

few weeks later took a real dent.

THE 2013 WHW RACE
The week leading up to the race didn’t start well. My stomach had cramps, was 

feeling gurgly and during my final training runs it felt like a washing machine. I 

don’t know if it was down to nerves, but I could see things heading the same way 

as the Fling. On the Thursday night I got to bed early but my mind was in 

overdrive so slept a lot less than I hoped. Friday I kept active during the morning 

trying NOT to think about the race. In the afternoon I went for 2 hours in bed but 

only managed 20-30 mins sleep. Tea time came and I filled up with pasta and 

potatoes and gave my kit a final look over.

Jacket, head torch, gloves, waterproofs, hat, spare trainers, 5 changes of 

clothes, food, fluids etc....check, check... Everything was good to go, so I lay back 

and chilled out till my support crew arrived at 10pm to transport me to Milngavie. 

My crew members were: 
Jeff - We have always been best mates and we train together all the time. He has 

great experience and is organised. 

Wallace - not only our dad, but our great mate too. At age 68 he still plays 5-asides with us and hits the gym most days of 

the week. He was a fast runner in his day and did many half and full marathons. He’s walked the WHW 10 times and is well 

fit for his age. 

Josh - my 12 year old son who believed his dad could finish the race! (Due to the way I was feeling, my dad and brother 

secretly gave me 5% of completing it - but crew’s job is to encourage - so they rightfully kept that to themselves!)

We registered shortly after 11pm, I got weighed and 

collected the goodie bag. We met a few familiar faces 

and chatted for a while before I went for an hours rest in 

the car with a blanket. At 12.30am (when all I wanted to 

do was curl up in a cozy bed!) it was time for the race 

briefing.
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The starting line:
The pre-race briefing ended and the crowd started to mingle. Unless you have been there, its impossible to describe the 

atmosphere. The energy of 184 athletes and their crews right before the race is nothing short of electric. There are so 

many friends you make running ultras that share a common bond with. You have to focus on your own race, but you 

genuinely wish the best for every other runner. They are your ‘family’. There is a nervous excitement that you can feel with 

every second that takes you closer to 1a.m.

Ian Beattie shouted “FIVE MINUTES TO GO”. I stood beside Steve in the middle of the pack remembering the disappoint-

ment of last year’s DNF. Steve also suffered a DNF - he went out at Rowardennan with stomach problems. I just hoped I 

wasn’t going to do the same. My strategy was different this time. Unlike the sub 24 I had optimistically hoped for last year 

- sub 35 was my ONLY goal.

The rain was silently falling when Ian shouted “ONE MINUTE”. Steve and I took a deep breath and shook hands with each 

other then the runners immediately around us...Then the Klaxon echoed through the tunnel and we were off to a rising 

cheer from the runners and the sympathetic crowd. Its impossible not to have a beaming smile running up the high street 

with devoted crews lining both sides. Their messages of support, clapping, the cow bells, the camera flashes all stay with 

you as you turn off the street and leave civilisation behind. Before not time at all we were filtering into the darkness of 

Mugdock Country Park. Its quite a sight to see the pitch black night sky above and a ‘bubble of light’ below created with 

head torches, bright colours and reflective clothing. 

Milngavie to Balmaha  (19 mile checkpoint)
The first 12 miles to Drymen is the perfect start to stretch the legs - I found myself running freely and settling into a nice 

manageable stride pattern. It doesn’t take long for the field to open up a little. Steve and I ended up tucking in with a 

group of 5 other runners who were all covering the ground at the same 10 minute mile speed as us. A few friendly 

comments were shared but overall we were all just happy to run in relative silence and conserve energy. We subcon-

sciously shared the lead around.

The rain came and went from time to time, but the clock seemed to move fast, and before I knew it we left the park onto 

the short road section before starting one of my favourite sections - the downhill towards Glengoyne. At the foot I 

remembered to look back to see the breathtaking sight of 60 or 70 shining head torches making their way down the hill 

behind us. It was the old railway line section next. I had taken plenty of sips of fluid but wanted to ensure I took on board 

food as much as possible early on. I had an Alpen cereal bar - tried and tested during training followed by some cashew 

nuts. When we passed the honesty box at Gartness I had a peanut butter sandwich as we marched up the steep road. 

Donald Sandeman (who I had the pleasure of meeting and running with in the River Ayr Ultra for a while) overtook us 

here - he usually appears when food comes out!! His legendary tartan running shorts never fail to make me laugh, so we 

shared a bit of banter and he pressed on. Our plan was to reach Drymen in 2:15 - we came in around 10 minutes ahead of 

schedule and briefly met Steve’s crew (His brother Phil and Anne his sister in law).

I was looking forward to the next section from Drymen to Balmaha. Its a really cool forest. My stomach was definitely not 

right though - it felt very unsettled, but I tried not to think about it too much. We overtook a number of runners in the 

woods. So far, so good. However the open moors afterwards we took very cautiously - the new path leading to Conic Hill 

was treacherous from the heavy rain and previous runners. I had a few slides but managed not to fall. I finished my other 

peanut butter sandwich.

My brother phoned to get progress update just as we crossed the wooden bridge to climb Conic Hill - I asked him to look 

out my flask of soup and dry clothes. I love Conic Hill, but by the time I was 2/3rds of the way up I felt SHATTERED! There 

was a thick mist engulfing the summit and it became a ‘trudge’. We turned off our head torches as there was enough 

natural light by now. I’ve never been so glad to reach the top and begin the descent, and the early fatigue seemed to melt 

away as ran down admiring the faint view of Loch Lomond below. Reaching the dark forest at the foot the head torch 

went back on temporarily until we could see the welcome sight of the car park ahead. 
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I flashed my timing device over checkpoint 1 at 3hrs 40. I had planned 4 hrs, so was happy that I felt pretty good 

and was ahead of schedule. My support vehicle was at the other side of the car park from Steve’s so I headed on. 

As soon as I sat down on my camping chair however, my stomach finally let me know it wasn’t right! I got up and 

ran to the front of the vehicle, got down on one knee and threw up a few times. Feeling considerably better, I sat 

down again and had some soup, tracker bar and a some crisps. Steve was ready to go, but I wasn’t!! So I urged 

him to go on alone. He had held back for me in the Fling and the Clydestride - so I wanted him to run his own 

race from here on. I changed into a fresh top, lighter jacket and put on running tights. Thanked my support crew 

and set off on stage 2.

Balmaha to Rowardennan (27 mile checkpoint)
If you have walked the WHW - you will know this section is beautiful - its a different story when you run it! 

Already having lost a nights sleep I left Balmaha at 5am feeling tired but OK. Most runners around this time have 

stopped burning carbs and are now burning fat. There is always a temporary period where your body takes a ‘dip’ and for 

me this section ALWAYS tortures me. But this time things were 10 times worse. I ran alone through the village, climbed the 

first steep hill and ran down the other side. Traversing the shore of Loch Lomond though I was finding the will to keep 

running was rapidly disappearing. I felt SOOO tired!! I kept shuffling along trying to cover the miles and work through the 

dull patch. I could see a couple of others were experiencing the same. During the second significant hill climb around 23 

miles I had to stop and hold onto a tree - up came my soup! Feeling a little light headed I kept climbing and worked 

through it. All I could think about was my bed. I was reduced to a slow jog mixed in with fast walking - even on the flats 

which was annoying. I was already going through a VERY low stage already and knew 70 miles were still ahead. Not good!

Shortly after the bridge at Sallochy I was overtaken by a familiar friendly face - Allan Grant. (I knew him nearly 20 years ago 

when I he worked for a organisation called Prison Fellowship, but we had lost touch till I took up running ultras). Allan 

noticed how much I was struggling. Not only do we share a love of trail running, but we share the same Christian faith. I 

often think of an inspirational verse in the Bible when considering endurance events “Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author 
and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand 
of the throne of God.” (Hebrews 12:2) - For me, that was the greatest feat of endurance ever! Allan gently took a few 

minutes out of his race to walk beside and pray for me, asking God to bless us and protect us during our challenge, and 

help us to finish the course in His will. Thanks Allan - I’ll never forget your kindness. Allan ran on to 

climb the 3rd big hill a couple of miles before Rowardennan. I thought “wait a minute - I’ve just been 

overtaken by Allan who describes himself as a ‘back of the pack guy’ .... so what does that make me!?!”  

To be perfectly honest - position has no importance at all to me whatsoever - finishing was all I 

wanted. I climbed the 3rd big hill too then slowly jogged to Rowardennan arriving there in 6hrs 13 - 

now well behind schedule!

Rowardennan to Beinglas Farm (40.1 mile checkpoint)
This section seen a dramatic set of circumstances unfold. I’ve run it in training in less than 2.5 hours - 

this time it was going to take me an unbelievable 5.5 hours!!! I was officially the slowest person in the 

race over this section by quite some way. I refuelled with some tomato soup and bread. The thought 

of any more food turned my stomach. I changed tops again and put on a heavier jacket and warmer 

hat. Sorry this is going to be disgusting (It gets worse!) I had no sooner ran round the corner out of 

the checkpoint when projectile vomit of tomato soup hit the wet tarmac 10 feet in front of me! I 

instantly dropped to my hands and knees and my body painfully heaved up the full contents of my 

stomach. I felt absolutely awful. Another runner stopped, but I ushered him on with a half smile. I knew this was serious. 

The Fling problem was still there and I couldn’t understand it. I remember reading Bear Gryll’s biography “Mud, sweat and 

tears” - while training for the SAS he had the exact same worrying experience of ‘looking at his reserves’ all over the 

ground.

Standing up and looking back I could still see my support vehicle through the bushes and reckoned it was pointless 

continuing. I told myself though - “its only the back of 6am - you have till tomorrow at noon to finish...” Going on meant it 

would be another 13 miles of tough terrain before I would meet my crew again - but I put one foot in front of the other 

and nervously set off again.

At the top of the major uphill climb I don’t remember much other than the increasing desire to lie down under a tree, 

which fortunately I managed to overcome. Eventually though I found myself strolling along cold and confused. I had my 

first hallucination of the race - I kept seeing post-it notes with wee smiley face stickers popping up infront of me and 

scaring me!?! I remember even physically making frightened facial expressions! - don’t know where that one came 

from! I had to sit down at the side of the path and assured passing runners that I was OK. Before long I came to my senses 
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and pressed on. On the stretch before Inversnaid I just couldn’t run at all. I leaned forward and tried to speed walk but 

with a constant feeling of sickness even that was unbearable. I also felt so lonely - it was hours since I’d had company. Just 

before Inversnaid things went from bad to worse. I ended up lying on the path with my stomach wrenching up absolutely 

nothing for several minutes. In an all time low, I staggered, defeated into Inversnaid and immediately into the Trossachs 

Rescue Tent for a seat. I sat alone for 20-30 minutes shaking my head, completely gutted by the circumstances. Another 

runner called Sarah then arrived - I was in 3rd last place of the runners still left in the race, she had got lost at Rowarden-

nan and was in second last. Then an older man called Jim Drummond (who turned out to be a legend) came to the tent - 

he was in last place. Trossachs rescue were sending a boat across Loch Lomond within 15-20 minutes and offered me the 

chance to cross with them and meet my crew on the other side. I called Jeff who said “It’s up to you. We’ll fully support you 

whatever you decide.” I knew my dreams of a goblet were over.  If I continued I still had 60 miles to cover. The way I was 

feeling I knew I had NO CHANCE. 

The Turning Point.

Jim Drummond asked me how things were and I shared my experience with him. Then came the advice that changed 

everything. He said to me “Son...I’m 61 years old. This is my 21st race. I have 15 goblets in the house. Dig deep and you 

can still make the next checkpoint. Don’t make your decision here”. Seems now like easy advice to follow - but when 

your body is shivering and you feel utterly spent, its a different story! Jim pushed on and I sat dejected for another 10 

minutes with my rucksack and gear lying on the wet ground. Deep breath - It was ‘time to zip up the man suit!’ I tied my 

laces, put on my backpack, ate half a nutty bar and exited the tent. Thanking Trossachs rescue for their kind offer that I was 

going to decline - I set off on a mission! I called my support crew to let them know I was heading North again - I heard my 

wee son in the background saying ‘YES’ - which spurred me on even more. (He was desperate for me to complete it as his 

teacher said I had no chance!) I thought of the Troy film quote I had posted on the WHW facebook page a couple of days 

earlier - “Immortality - take it - its yours!” I was hungry again to go down in all time as a goblet winner.

A few minutes later I caught up with Jim during the really technical rock section. We chatted and he encouraged me even 

more when I came alongside. He reminded me again that he was 61 and had 15 goblets! I expressed concern to him 

about cut off times - my brain was starting to function again and I knew we only had a limited time to get to Beinglas or 

we would be withdrawn. I had wasted so much time and was now in ‘catch up’ mode. Feeling stronger by the second I left 

Jim behind and started to feel fantastic. I was ducking under the branches, climbing the massive rocks and jumping 

around the trails effortlessly, then suddenly AAARRRRGGGHHH! I jumped across a gap onto a steep wet rock and my 

right foot skidded straight down the face of it and flung me round, facing the direction I had come from. My calf muscle, I 

was sure, had just completely snapped. The pain was incredible. I clutched my leg with my teeth gritted and eyes clamped 

shut. ‘NO’ I thought - after finally getting my act together. I tried bending my foot up and down - it felt like severe cramp 

but nothing could relinquish the shooting pain. I lay with my head on the rock behind me but the burning pain gradually 

began to fade. I carefully put weight on my foot and stretched my leg...amazingly it felt much better - so on I went! 

Leaving the technical section I crossed the stony beach and headed up through the woods towards Doune Bothy. It was 

here that I made the classic timing mistake. As the race starts at 1.am, not midnight, crews and runners sometimes get 

actual time mixed up with race time. I calculated I still had 1hr 45 to get to Beinglas so called ahead to my crew to put on 

some beans and sausage - only to be informed, its not 1hr 45 mins you have - its only 45 minutes!!!!! I instantly upped the 

pace - I’ve never missed a cutoff point in any race, and I wasn’t going to miss this one. Leaving Loch Lomond behind I 

journeyed up the steep stoney path, briefly raised my bottle of flat coke to Dario’s post and ran as fast as I could along the 

railway sleepers. The forest before Beinglas always takes longer than you think, but I knew I was going to make it. Coming 

down the hill I heard a familiar voice “Go Graeme, Keep Going, Well Done”. It was Ellen McVey! Ellen is a real character - 

she had given me great advice for my first ultra in 2011 and continues to inspire me. I was touched that she had waited 

around to see me arrive. Thanks Ellen! I registered in the checkpoint with just 17 minutes to spare!! I took on board 

some light food and a cup of tea. But there was no time to hang about. My immediate goals were now about reaching 

checkpoints to simply stay in the race. The next one was 3 hours away at Auchentyre - another killer section with signifi-

cant uphill climbs. With phone in hand I called my wife and set off down the path out of Beinglas.

Beinglas Farm to Auchentyre (51 mile checkpoint)
My crew had felt I was looking too warm and stuffy. I had been wearing running tights, a base layer, t.shirt, icebreaker top 

and had a jacket tied round my waist. (Didn’t want to get hypothermia again!) So they encouraged me to strip down to 

just t.shirt and shorts - I agreed, and their advice turned out to be spot on. I was able to run freely for the first time in a few 

hours and actually enjoyed the cool breeze and sunshine which was emerging. I felt positive and the stomach problems, 

although still there, were bothering me less. I passed a couple of runners for the first time in ages. I ducked through the 

tunnel under the main road a few miles later and climbed the steep hill to ‘cow poo alley’. Had a minor throwing up 

incident but pressed on making good progress before I began the climb up to ‘roller coaster forest’. (This place is normally 

my nemesis - I’ve never once exited those woods without some incident! It was here that I collapsed in the 2013 Fling, was 
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violently sick in the 2012 Fling and had the ‘matrix hallucinations’ in the 2012 WHW race where 

all the trees and paths turned into falling numbers!) The uphills mind you seemed more 

frequent than I remembered, however - delighted to say the forest let me through this time 

unscathed. The heavy rain from earlier was hanging on all the greenery - during this section the 

sun was out and I jumped up to smack all the low fir tree branches every few minutes - the 

invigorating ice cold fresh showers were fantastic. After descending and crossing the main road, Auchentyre 

was only a mile or so away - I had made progress, but only just enough. I pushed myself to run the country road but 

ended up overdoing it and being sick again at the gates just before the checkpoint! But I’d made it - this time with only 

16 minutes to spare! 

My weight was a concern to the marshalls - I started at 92.2 and was allowed to drop to no less that 86.2 (from memory) - I 

was already down to 86.4. Just enough not to be withdrawn. I had more vomiting which made space for a nice roll and 

sausage that Jeff had bought me. I could only eat half of it - great delight to my growing son who happily scoffed the rest. 

I was delighted to see Sarah arrive with 7 minutes to spare. Sadly Jim hadn’t made the Beinglas cut off. Without his help I 

don’t think I’d still have been fighting on.

Auchentyre to Bridge of Orchy (60 mile checkpoint)
Providing you are 4 hours behind the leader at this point - you are permitted a ‘support runner’. Doing a rough calculation  

- the leader was less than 30 minutes from finishing so that was not a problem!!! I accepted that my chances of winning 

the race now were looking less likely! Ha Ha.

My brother and dad were going to share the sections that followed. Jeff had been dying to use his favourite quote from 

Last of the Mohicans “Well take you as far as the Fort” :)

In good spirits my dad and I jogged the couple of miles to Tyndrum where we would meed Jeff again. He was waiting for 

us outside Brodie’s Mini Market with some nourishment. I had been walking a nutrition tightrope since the start. My body 

had rejected practically every variety food I had in my support vehicle. Last year Jeffs crew bought him Cullen Skink soup 

from the Green Welly. I love fish and love soup but the idea of having them together seemed bizarre until I tried it 

while up on holiday in Portknockie a year or two back - it is delicious. Jeff had decided to get me some too - its the last 

thing I expected to be able to face...but as soon as I sipped the carton, the creamy warmth and taste was INCREDIBLE. 

After every sip I just shook my head ‘man that is good’.... before I knew it the whole lot was gone and it stayed down! I 

also had a craving for an orange Callipo(!) so feeling totally fuelled up we strode up the path towards Bridge of Orchy as I 

enjoyed the best ice lolly of my life! My dad encouraged me to run so off we set at a gentle pace. All the way to the next 

checkpoint I enjoyed the best section of my race. Sun was out, legs were strong, and there was a fantastic little breeze. 

Now and then a welcome light shower came down while the sun was still out. I was admiring God’s majestic creation all 

around. We overtook several runners during this stretch. I deliberately splashed through puddles which refreshed my legs 

and I was given a lift knowing we were clawing back lots of time. We arrived with 35 minutes to spare this time - much 

more comfortable! If felt confident that the checkpoint pressure was off and the race was ‘in the bag’. Mind you - I still had 

35 miles to cover!!

Just then another big setback happened unexpectedly - I sat on the passenger seat of the support vehicle 

with my legs still outside, drinking a carton of apple juice while Jeff got ready to take over support running. 

I remember my body ‘rejecting’ the fluids but then NOTHING else. In the distance I heard 

“Graeme, wake up, WAKE UP”. Seemingly I blacked out unconscious, slumped against the 

car door and collapsed forward onto the grass! I came round very quickly and had actually 

enjoyed the ‘rest’ :) Jeff finished getting his gear, double checked I was definitely OK to 

continue and off we set for the next stage...

Bridge of Orchy to Glencoe (71 mile checkpoint)
The weather was amazing as we pressed up the stiff climb. With one hand on each knee I felt strong and 

motored on. As we left the tree line I looked up to admire the several huge helium balloons with 

scary cartoon faces that were floating above the mountain. Pointing them out to Jeff he just looked 

at me strangely...guess I was hallucinating again! Then a grown man appeared on the path handing 

out free jelly babies! “Wow - that’s even more bizarre” I though - but apparently he was definitely 

REAL - Thanks Murdo!! Weather was still very pleasant on the other side of the hill - we ran on and off 

until the climb up to the Rannoch Moor. I loved this section when I walked it in the Easter holidays, 

but by now I had been on my feet for around 19 hours (around 34 hours with no sleep) and the LONG 

Rannoch Moor was never ending. As we crossed through the night sky was starting to descend. Jeff 

seems to have boundless energy - at one point I was so tired I remember putting my head on his shoulder as 

we marched on side by side. He burst into a loud rendition of “...Lean on me, when your not strong, I’LL BE 

YOUR FRIEND, I’LL HELP YOU CARRY ON...” at the top of his voice - it echoed all the way through the valley. 

(Paul Giblin probably heard it.) Don’t know what was more painful - my legs or his garbage singing. But hey - 

anything to keep the spirits up! 
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We caught up with John Vernon (10 time veteran!) and covered a few miles with him before he pushed on again. Not much else to 

report - I witnessed a few strange animals beside the path - especially the large ones with polar bear bodies and koala bear heads - all 

motionless, but their heads turned angrily to follow us as we passed by. Fortunately (or unfortunately!) these would be my last 

hallucinations of the race. Great feeling descending into Glencoe 20hrs 47. Jeff had got me there in good time. My eyesight had 

became very blurred and I’d also lost the hearing temporarily in my right ear!? Never mind. It was 10pm and I was feeling increasingly 

cold and fatigued at this checkpoint. I put my running tights on again, a new base layer, fleece and my trusty orange Bear Grylls 

hiking jacket - but I was still shivering. Time for soup! The next experience is the funniest of all. Jeff spent a few quid buying me spicy 

tomato soup etc. I sat inside the cafe for some warmth but my stomach problem was returning fast. I made for the doors reached the 

balcony outside and violently puked up all Jeff’s soup Ha Ha. My crew were in stitches laughing. So was I 

between my body taking over with wretches. A few tourists/visitors were there - I was a terrible advert for 

the cafe’s soup - but all had a great laugh at my expense. It composed myself and started walking to the 

toilets further along the balcony to freshen up when “Oh No, Round two...bolk” it started again. We must be 

insane! I freshened up, washed my face with warm water and brushed my teeth. It was time to head for 

Kinlochleven. Returning to the car another runner was barking and throwing up even more than me - it 

was my time to laugh! 

Glencoe to Kinlochleven (80 mile checkpoint)
Jeff was going to escort me to the bottom of the Devil’s staircase a few miles past Kingshouse Hotel - so I 

was delighted that wee Josh could join us for that section. It was pitch black when we reached the foot. 

Ultra runners are portrayed as iron macho-men/women - but in reality we all need a hug from time to time! 

Josh threw his arms around me before I set off up the mountain and it was all I needed at the time. I was so 

happy to have him there.

It was exactly midnight when my dad and I started the ascent. I felt brilliant - I climbed confidently, enjoying a new found energy. It 

amazes me what the human body is capable of when pushed to the limits. Before long we had caught up and overtaken the first set 

of head torches. The runner asked us if we were near the top. Not wanting to crush his dipping spirits we pointed out other head 

torches away above...and sadly another set away above them! We encouraged him and continued upwards. Almost at the top we 

stopped for a wee breather. Buachaille Etive Mor across the valley look awesome. I’ve climbed it before, but at 12.25am you could 

barely make out it’s dark imposing shadow shrouded in mist. It was a special moment. We climbed over the Devil’s shoulder and I was 

amazed how easy I had found it...but the downhill would be a lot tougher!!! Again we overtook a couple of runners on the descent. 

The first part was ok, but the soaking wet, steep random rocks got more and more treacherous - it was getting harder to find the 

path. My dad fell a few times, I went down 2 or 3 times too, terrified I would sustain a bad injury so far on. We persevered and finally 

broke free onto the forest road. Even with all the experience of the route, we both were puzzled if we were on the right section and 

headed down hoping we hadn’t made a wrong turning anywhere. After 30-40 minutes we noticed 2 head torches coming towards us. 

“Disaster - we must have doubled back somehow?!” But great relief followed to discover they were marshalls heading up. They 

confirmed we were on the right path and only had 1.5 miles to go to reach the town. Let me take the opportunity to thank EVERY 

marshall and organizer of this wonderful race. I got an insight there to the commitment given by them - we were out at that time for a 

prize - they were out purely for the wellbeing of us runners. Thanks guys.

An endurance challenge that brings out every ounce of your physical and mental abilities makes you appreci-

ate things you often take for granted in every day life. In the pitch black I put my arm round my father and told 

him “I love you dad - thanks for doing this for me!” 

With the lights of Kinlochleven a few hundred yards ahead I knew another milestone was ticked off - but then I 

fell in a ditch! My dads head torch lit up a black object I was lying beside - I picked it up thinking it was something 

I had dropped - it was a huge slug. Nice! Walking by Blackwater campsite I fell into a trance. My dad was getting 

further and further ahead and I was literally sleep walking. Every now and then I partially opened my eyes to see what road he was 

going down, then shuffled along in daze. (Locals must have through the sequel to World War Z was being filmed in their village!) 

The centre at Kilnochleven was a beautiful oasis of calm. We arrived there at 2.43am. A lovely welcome from marshalls and volunteers 

followed by a cup of tea and biscuits. Again we had made good time. The lights were dim as various runners were taking a nap on 

crash mats in the gym hall floor. We had plenty of time, so my crew suggested 30 minutes sleep to allow the light to come up a little - 

they didn’t have to twist my arm! There were no free beds, so as I lay down my jacket and curled up on the floor, another runner 

quietly offered me the mat he was about to leave. I didn’t use the energy to stand up - I crawled! It was a simple plastic matress, but to 

me it looked like a 4 poster bed in 7 star hotel!! A kind lady lay a blanket over me as I lay down. They say it takes the average person 7 

minutes to fall asleep - I dont think I took .7 of a second! 30 minutes later my crew gently woke me and to my surprise I had no 

problem surfacing and was looking forward to the final section. We brushed our teeth (very important!), washed our faces in warm 

water again, kindly thanked the marshalls and out we went into the darkness at 4am. The natural light was increasing but we still 

required head torches. Just as we were checking gear at the car I suddenly felt sick again - once more I emptied my stomach at the 

front of the vehicle! It was comical by this stage. To make matters worse as I was recovering the midges ‘put the boot in’. Wee sods. 

Never been so happy to get on the move. Less than 15 miles to go!
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Kinlochleven to Fort William (95 mile finish line)
As we strode through the town before the steep climb, Jeff was forcing me to eat crisps, nuts and Kendal mint cake. All of 

these I love normally, but just couldn’t stomach them. So when he wasn’t looking I spat them out, Ha Ha. However having 

stuff like Jelly Babies or a piece of orange etc at the side of your mouth, you can still get some goodness without having to 

swallow. It had worked up till now, so I continued that strategy. The big hill I took on strongly. I had tunnel vision and 

overtook at least 2 other runners in the tree section. Before we knew it we were looking back on the valley with 

Kinlochleven way below. We overtook another guy near the start of the military road and encouraged him on. Everyone 

was looking shattered but positive, knowing Fort William was in our grasp. Passing the Wilderness Response tent, we 

helped ourselves to some lemonade. I enjoyed the block shots we got in our goodie bag - and had a couple more on this 

stretch. I had found over the last 20 miles that I no longer wanted chocolate or sweet stuff - even fizzy juice had lost its 

appeal. Jeff had brought a 2 litre bottle of milk in the vehicle - I was CRAVING it. We had filled our belt bottles with purely 

milk and I couldn’t get enough of it! We passed Lundavra - the last milestone - only 7 miles to go! I felt on top of the world 

despite what I’d gone through. 

We chatted non stop. News came to us that Steve had finished a few hours 

before which was fantastic! I was really delighted for him. Through the forest 

clearing to the last big hill I said “Cmon Jeff - last big push”. He took his support 

crew job too literally and put his big shovel hands on my back and ran me up 

the hill!! Should I be saying this?! - Don’t want a DQ now :)

What a sight to see Ben Nevis and the downhill forest road that leads all the 

way to the flat. I felt fresh as a daisy and broke into a jog/speed walk. We 

overtook John Vernon who was with another runner and had a bit of banter - 

he could see I’d recovered from Rannoch Moor. From there on we powered 

down the hill and jogged some more sections. Nearing the foot my son Josh 

was there with his camera excitedly taking shots. We had reached the Brave-

heart Car Park. Finally!

With less than a mile to go we strode along the main road and broke into a run 

before reaching the hallowed sports centre and the finish line. I was glad I’d 

taken so long to get there as lots of daylight supporters were there to cheer!!! Jeff, in true support crew fashion, humbly 

dropped back to give me my ‘moment of glory’! 

It was an incredible experience crossing the line and fulfilling a true ambition. First to congratulate me was my mate Iain 

Wallace and Matt Moroz, then I got a hug from my son. Ian Beattie got my attention to swipe my timing card - forgot 

about that!! He shook my hand, congratulated me and the race was OVER!
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Jeff, my dad, Steve, Phil, Anne, all hugged me and phone calls came in from Cherie and many friends who had been 

following the race online. Against all odds I had done it! There was an emotional mixture of joy, relief and sense of 

achievement. I had made it in a time of 31hrs 34 minutes and 54 seconds - over 3.5 hours to spare.

The prize giving was unique. It was a fantastic atmosphere watching all the other runners gladly accepting their hard-

earned prize. I was thrilled for them. After 132 others had received theirs it was my turn. As my name was read out I still 

couldn’t believe I’d turned my race round and found the mental toughness to finish. Adrian shook my hand and presented 

me with my own goblet. I’ll never forget it! A truly remarkable experience.

Looking around on the drive home it was staggering to contemplate the distance we had covered on foot (while I could 

stay awake that is.) Had the problem with my stomach not been there I know I could have come in faster - but I was 

genuinely and completely satisfied knowing my goal of under 35 hours was achieved. I remember reading an article from 

one of the top runners who had great respect for the back of the pack guys. He said ‘anyone who is still out there to 

witnesses the sun rise twice has had to draw incredible mental strength and physical toughness from a very deep place’...I 

now know what he means!

I respect anyone for even trying it, regardless of the outcome. It was an honour to become part 

of the WHW family and run in a race where a friend of mine Paul Giblin deservedly smashed the 

course record. Well done Paul. Well done everyone.

The lessons we learn from running ultras I believe can be transferred into other areas of our lives. 

Let me concluding with a fitting Bible verse that the apostle Paul said about his own life:

“I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, and I have remained faithful. And now 

the prize awaits me—the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will 

give me on the day of his return. And the prize is not just for me but for all who eagerly look 

forward to his appearing.”  2 Tim 4:7-8
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